SPRING 2015 55 E xtracting information from a gigantic data source such as the web has been considered a major research challenge, and over the years many different approaches (Etzioni et al. 2004; Banko et al. 2007; Carlson et al. 2010; Freedman and Ramshaw 2011; Nakashole, Theobald, and Weikum 2011) have been proposed. Nevertheless, the current state of the art has mainly addressed tasks for which resources for training are available (for example, the TAP ontology in the paper by Etzioni and colleagues [2004]) or use generic patterns to extract generic facts (for example, Banko et al. [2007]; OpenCalais.com). The limited availability of resources for training has so far prevented the study of the generalized use of large-scale resources to port to specific user information needs. The linked open data information-extraction (LODIE) project focuses on the study of IE models and algorithms able to perform efficient user-centered web-scale learning by exploiting linked open data (LOD). In this article we will highlight the initial steps of the LODIE project, focusing on a specific IE task, wrapper induction (WI), which consists of automatically learning wrappers for uniform web pages, that is, pages from one website, usually generated with the same script and all describing the same type of entity. We show results on the WI task, exploiting linked data obtained from DBpedia as learning material. Linked data is a recom- 
n Information extraction (IE) is the technique for transforming unstructured textual data into a structured representation that can be understood by machines. The exponential growth of the web generates an exceptional quantity of data for which automatic knowledge capture is essential. This work describes the methodology for web-scale information extraction in the linked open data information-extraction (LODIE) project and highlights results from the early experiments carried out in the initial phase of the project. LODIE aims to develop informationextraction techniques able to scale at web level and adapt to user information needs. The core idea behind LODIE is the usage of linked open data, a very large-scale information resource, as a ground-breaking solution for IE, which provides invaluable annotated data on a growing number of domains. This article has two objectives, first, describing the LODIE project as a whole and depicting its general challenges and directions; and second, describing some initial steps taken toward the general solution, focusing on a specific IE subtask, wrapper induction.
mended best practice for exposing, sharing, and connecting data using URIs and RDF. 1 LOD is ideally suited for supporting web-scale IE adaptation because it is very large scale, constantly growing, covering multiple domains, and being used to annotate a growing number of pages that can be exploited for training. Current approaches to using LOD for web-scale IE are limited in scope to recognizing tables (Mulwad et al. 2010 ) and extraction of specific answers from large corpora (Balog and Serdyukov 2011) , but a generalized approach to the use of LOD for training largescale IE is still missing. The overall aim of LODIE is to study how imprecise, redundant, and large-scale resources like LOD can be used to support web-scale user-driven IE in an effective and efficient way. The idea behind the project is to adapt IE methods to detailed user information needs in a completely automated way, with the objective of creating very large domain-dependent and task-dependent knowledge bases. The underlying assumption is that LOD actually contains useful ontologies for the extraction tasks. The goal of this article is to present initial steps toward this direction, using wrapper induction as an example IE task.
Related Work
Adapting IE methods to web scale implies dealing with two major challenges: large scale and lack of training data. Traditional IE approaches apply learning algorithms that require large amounts of training data, typically created by humans. However, creating such learning resources at web scale is infeasible in practice.
Typical web-scale IE methods adopt a lightweight iterative learning approach, in which the amount of training data is reduced to a handful of manually created examples called seed data. These are searched in a large corpus to create an annotated data set, whereby extraction patterns are generalized using some learning algorithms. Next, the learned extraction patterns are reapplied to the corpus to extract new instances of the target relations or classes. Mostly these methods adopt bootstrapping techniques, where the newly learned instances are selected to seed the next round of learning, using some measures to assess their quality in order to control noisy data. Two well-known earlier systems in this area are Snowball (Agichtein et al. 2001) and KnowItAll (Etzioni et al. 2004 , Banko et al. 2007 ). Snowball iteratively learns new instances of a given type of relation from a large document collection, while KnowItAll learns new entities of predefined classes from the web. Both have inspired a number of more recent studies, including StatSnowball (Zhu 2009 ), ExtremeExtraction (Freedman and Ramshaw 2011) , NELL (Carlson et al. 2010) , and PROSPERA (Nakashole, Theobald, and Weikum 2011) . Some interesting directions undertaken by these systems include exploiting background knowledge in existing knowledge bases or ontologies to infer and validate new knowledge instances, and learning from negative seed data. While these systems learn to extract predefined types of information based on (limited) training data, the TextRunner (Banko et al. 2007) system proposes an "open information-extraction" paradigm, which exploits generic patterns to extract generic facts from the web for unlimited domains without predefined interests.
The emergence of LOD has opened an opportunity to reshape web-scale IE technologies. The underlying multibillion triple store 2 and increasing availability of LOD-based annotated web pages (for example, RDFa) can be invaluable resources to seed learning. Researchers are starting to consider the use of LOD for web-scale information extraction. However, so far research in this direction has just taken off and the use of linked data is limited. Mulwad and colleagues (2010) proposed a method to interpret tables based on linked data and extract new instances of relations and entities from tables. The TREC2011 evaluation on the related-entity finding task (Balog and Serdyukov 2011) has proposed using LOD to support answering generic queries in large corpora. While these are relevant to our research, a full, userdriven complex IE task based on LOD is still to come.
While framing this article under the general information-extraction methods, we will focus on a specific task of IE, wrapper induction, which we will use to showcase the initial ideas on the usage of LOD for IE. Wrapper induction (Kushmerick, Weld, and Doorenbos 1997; Muslea, Minton, and Knoblock 2003; Dalvi, Bohannon, and Sha 2009; Dalvi, Kumar, and Soliman 2011; Wong and Lam 2010) is the task of automatically learning wrappers using a collection of manually annotated web pages as training data. It generally addresses extracting data from detail web pages (Carlson and Schafer 2008) , which are pages corresponding to a single data record (or entity) of a certain type or concept (also called vertical in the literature), and renders various attributes of that record in a human-readable form. An extensive range of work has been carried out to study wrapper induction in the past, and an extensive survey can be found in the paper by Doan, Halevy, and Ives (2012) . However, the task remains challenging for several reasons. First, wrappers are typically induced based on training examples, which are manually labelled web pages of particular websites.
Creating such annotations requires significant human effort and remains a bottleneck in the wrapper induction process (Wong and Lam 2010; Hao et al. 2011) . Second, wrappers are typically learned specific to a website and largely depend on structural consistency. Porting wrappers across websites often requires relearning (Wong and Lam 2010) , and even very slight change in structures can cause wrappers to break. Although recent studies (Carlson and Schafer 2008; Dalvi, Bohannon, and Sha 2009; Dalvi, Kumar, and Soliman 2011; Hao et al. 2011 ) have focused on addressing these two issues, these methods still depend on manually labelled examples to train a wrapper, while in some cases (Dalvi, Bohannon, and Sha 2009) , even more training data is required to enhance wrapper robustness. To alleviate human effort, some unsupervised methods are proposed to first cluster web pages that share similar structures (for example, Blanco et al. 2011) , and then deduce a shared template for each cluster of web pages. Two well-known studies in this stream are RoadRunner (Crescenzi and Mecca 2004) and EXALG (Arasu and Garcia-Molina 2003) . However, such methods do not recognize the semantics of the extracted data (that is, attributes), but rely on human effort to identify attribute values from the extracted content.
The second limitation of wrappers is that they often are very specific and therefore are inflexible and not robust enough to cope with variations in the structures of web pages. It is recognized that even a very slight change in the underlying structure of web pages can cause the wrappers to break and have to be relearned. This is often referred to as the "wrapper breakage" problem (Dalvi, Bohannon, and Sha 2009; Parameswaran et al. 2011) . As suggested by Gulhane and colleagues (2011) , wrappers learned without robustness considerations had an average life of 2 months, with, on average, 1 out of every 50 wrappers breaking every day. Thus, research in recent years has focused on developing robust wrapper induction approaches (Dalvi, Bohannon, and Sha 2009; Dalvi, Kumar, and Soliman 2011) and methods that are general across attributes, verticals, and websites (Muslea, Minton, and Knoblock 2003; Hao et al. 2011 ).
While such methods have been shown to improve robustness of wrappers as well as reduce the amount of manual annotations for training, they still require seed web pages to be annotated. Hao, Cai, Pang, and Zhang (2011) for instance require at least one website to be annotated for each vertical.
LODIE -User-Centered
Web-Scale IE
In LODIE we propose to develop an approach to webscale IE that enables fully automated adaptation to specific user needs. LOD will provide ontologies to formalize the user information needs and will enable seeding learning by providing instances (triples) and web pages formally annotated through RDFa or microformats. Such background knowledge will be used to seed semisupervised web-scale learning. The use of an uncontrolled and constantly evolving community-provided set of independent web resources for large-scale training is totally untapped in the current state of the art. Research has shown that the relation between the quantity of training data and learning accuracy follows a nonlinear curve with diminishing returns (Thompson, Califf, and Mooney 1999) . On LOD the majority of resources are created automatically by converting legacy databases with limited or no human validation; thus errors are present ). Similarly, community-provided resources and annotations can contain errors, imprecision (Lopez et al. 2010) , spam, or even deviations from standards (Halpin, Hayes, and McCusker 2010) . Also, large resources can be redundant, that is, contain a large number of instances that contribute little to the learning task, while introducing considerable overhead. Very regular annotations present very limited variability, and hence high overhead for the learners (which will have to cope with thousands of examples that provide little contribution) and the high risk of overfitting the model.
The key ideas behind LODIE are (1) the formilization of user requirements for web-scale IE through LOD; (2) the usage of LOD data to seed learning; and (3) the development of multistrategy web-scale learning methods robust to noise. While we explored initial methods to formalize user needs , in this article we summarise initial results on ideas (2) and (3), presenting experiments on the usage of LOD as training data for the task of wrapper induction. As the ultimate goal of LODIE, all results of IE will be published and integrated into the LOD; therefore each one will need to be assigned a URI, that is, a unique identifier. We call this step disambiguation (Gentile et al. 2010 ). This aspect has not yet been tackled in LODIE, but we will explore methods with minimum requirements in computational terms such as simple feature-overlapping-based methods (Banerjee and Pedersen 2002) and string distance metrics (Lopez et al. 2010 ).
LODIE -Overall Methodology
We define web-scale IE as a tuple: < T, O, C, I, A > where: T is the formalization of the user information needs (that is, an IE task); O is the set of ontologies on the LOD. C is a large corpus (typically the web), which can be annotated already in part (C L ) with RDFa / microformats; we refer to the unannotated part as C U . I represents a collection of instances (knowledge base) defined according to O; I L is a subset of I containing instances already present on the LOD; I U is the subset of I containing all the instances generated by the IE process when the task is executed on C. A is a set of annotations and consists of two parts: A L are found in C L , and A U are created by the IE process; A U can be the final set or the intermediate sets created to reseed learning. Figure 1 sketches the general workflow of LODIE.
As an example throughout the article we will consider the following: A user is interested in films, with their titles and directors. She starts by exploring ontologies on LOD and selects concepts and attributes that represent her needs. These will define the task T. I L in this case consists of all the triples identifying film titles and directors, retrievable on the LOD. C L is the portion of web pages containing annotations (for example, RDFa / microformats) about film titles and directors. Given C U , web pages without annotations, LODIE will try and identify instances of film titles and directors. The generated annotations (A U ) can either refer to instances already present in the LOD (I L ) or to novel facts (I U ). In the second case the new triples (I U ) will be published to the LOD.
User Needs Formilization
The first requirement for adapting web-scale IE to specific user needs is to support users in formalizing their information needs in a machine-understandable format. Formally we define the user needs as a function: T = f(O) → OL identifying a view on the LOD ontologies 3 describing the information-extraction task. T will be materialized in the form of an OWL ontology. In the running example the user wants to collect a number of films, with their titles and directors. The relevant ontology OL in this case will include the concept 4 and the properties title 5 and director. 6 The naive way of defining T is to manually identify relevant ontologies and concepts on the LOD and define a view on them. The solution we propose is to exploit statistical knowledge patterns (SKP) ) as a gate to the LOD ontologies. An SKP is an ontological view over a class (defined in a reference ontology in the LOD), and captures and summarises the usage of that class in data. An SKP is represented and stored as an OWL ontology. Each SKP contains properties and axioms involving the main class derived from a reference ontology and properties and axioms involving the main class that are not expressed in the reference ontology but that can be induced from statistical measures on statements published as linked data. Although so far we only addressed synonymity of relations ), synonymity of concepts in different data sets can be included (Parundekar, Knoblock, and Ambite 2012) .
At this stage we do not propose a systematic methodology to define T, and we still require the user to manually define T, but we aim to ease the task by providing SKPs, which we consider as building blocks to add additional information to the underneath ontologies. In our example, let's consider the triple in I L with subject dbpedia.org/resource/The Godfather, predicate dbpedia.org/property/name and object "The Godfather"@en. The text in the object "The Godfather" can be used to retrieve additional possible candidates in web pages. The annotations are used by the multistrategy learning process to create new candidate annotations and instances. Some learning tasks won't be robust to noise in the training data, and therefore filtering will be needed; other tasks will be able to handle noise ). In LODIE we did not yet carry systematic experiments on data filtering, but our intuition is that to obtain good quality seeds we need to obtain a good trade-off between consistency and variability of examples. We will cast filtering as a problem of detecting noise in training data (Jiang and Zhou 2004, Valizadegan and Tan 2007) .
I -Instances

Multistrategy Learning
The seed data identified and filtered in the previous steps are submitted to a multistrategy learning method, which is able to work in different ways according to the type of web pages the information is located in: (1) a model M S able to extract from regular structures such as tables and lists; (2) a model M W wrapping very regular websites generated by backing databases; and (3) a model M T for information in natural language based on lexical-syntactic extraction patterns. The M S and M T models have not been yet implemented in LODIE, while we did implement a prototype for M W . As for M S we are currently working on an unsupervised approach able to interpret types, entities, and relations expressed in tables using both linked data knowledge bases and RDFa / microdata annotations within web pages. The method follows a two-step bootstrapping manner, where the first phase (learn) interprets tables based on a limited sample from tables to ensure efficiency and the second phase (update) revises and extends the interpretation to ensure accuracy. As for M T we will base the strategy on learning shallow patterns. As opposed to approaches based on complex machine-learning algorithms, for example, random walks (Iria, Xia, and Zhang 2007 ), we will focus on lexical-syntactic shallow pattern-generalization algorithms. The patterns will be generalized from the textual context of each a ∈ A and will be based on features such as words (lexical), part of speech (syntactic), and expected semantics such as related entity classes. The patterns are then applied to other web pages to create new candidate annotations. The M W model is implemented as an unsupervised wrapper induction system. The basic idea is to start with seed gazetteers from LOD and learn wrappers based on the occurrence of gazetteer elements on web pages in a brute-force manner. We describe the design of the M W model in detail in the following section.
At the end of this process, we concatenate the candidate annotations extracted by each learning strategy, M S , M W , and M T , and create a collection of candidates a ∈ A U . These will refer to instances already known (I L ) as well as new instances (I U ).
Wrapper Induction
Wrapper induction (WI) is the task of automatically learning wrappers for uniform web pages, that is, all generated with the same script and all describing the same type of entity. Given as input: a concept c i , some of its attributes {a i,1 , …, a i,k }, a set of uniform web pages W ci describing entities of the concept c i ; the goal of WI is to retrieve values for attributes a i,k for each entity of type c i , in W ci . The set of concepts C = {c 1 , …, c i } and the set of attributes {a i,1 , …, a i,k } come from the the definition of T, which is the output of the user needs formilization phase.
We propose a three-step approach, where we (1) build pertinent dictionaries to (2) annotate web pages and (3) discover the structural patterns that encapsulate the target information. The dictionarybuilding phase corresponds to the gathering-training-seeds phase in the general architecture. Obtaining dictionaries from the web is a topic that has been tackled in previous research, for example, Michelson and Knoblock (2008) and Zhang and Iria (2009) . In this work we do not implement any novel technique for it, but we simply exploit linked data. Each dictionary is identified as a side effect of the definition of T. In practice data is obtained querying available SPARQL endpoints, with a pertinent query for each concept c i -attribute a i,k pair, thus obtaining a dictionary d i,k for each attribute a i,k of each concept c i . In the running example, one of the queries could be "SELECT DISTINCT ?title WHERE{ ?film a <schema. org/Movie>;<dbpedia.org/property/name> ?title . FILTER (langMatches(lang(?title), 'EN')).}."
The dictionary-generation process is completely independent from the data in W ci . No a priori knowledge about the data is introduced to this process and thus the dictionary d i,k is unbiased and universal for any extraction tasks concerning the pair c i -a i,k .
Each web page in W ci is parsed into a DOM tree, and for each leaf node containing text we save its text value and its xpath. 9 Then to generate the annotations for the attribute a i,k of c i , the text content of each node is matched against the dictionary d i,k . If there is an exact match between the text content of a node and any item in the dictionary, the annotation is saved as a pair <xpath, text value>. We assume that the values to extract are fully and exactly contained in a page node. Although this is a strong assumption, which will be relaxed in future versions, it is a common feature among websites for observed attributes.
The annotation step produces a set of <xpath, text value> pairs for each website. There are two problems with these annotations. First, due to the incompleteness of the autogenerated dictionaries, the annotation process may not cover the entire data set and the number of false negatives can be large (that is, low recall). However, we expect the large dictionaries to cover more than enough to learn useful wrappers for the attributes. Second, entries in the dictionaries can be ambiguous (for example, Home is a book title that matches part of navigation paths on many web pages) but annotation does not involve disambiguation. The intuition is that useful xpaths will be likely to match a bigger variety of dictionary entries, on a sufficiently large sample of web pages. For a particular attribute a i,n and a website collection W ci , starting from all generated annotations <xpath, text value> we create a map containing as keys all distinct xpaths and as values all distinct text values corresponding to each xpath. Based on the hypothesis of structural consistency in a website, we expect the majority of true positives to share the same or similar xpath. Also, since an attribute is likely to have various distinct values, we rank the map with decreasing number of values for each xpath and consider the top-ranked items to be useful xpaths for extracting the attribute a i,n on this website collection. In this experiment we always induce a single xpath per attribute, therefore we always select the highest ranked xpath to be the wrapper for the attribute on the specific website.
The web page annotation and xpath identification are repeated for every attribute on every website collection, creating a wrapper for each attribute-website pair. Finally, each wrapper is applied to reannotate the website for the corresponding attributes.
Experiments
The WI strategy comprehends three steps: (1) gathering relevant dictionaries, (2) automatically generating annotations based on those dictionaries, (3) inducing the wrappers using the annotations. The hypothesis is that the method is successful in the presence of good quality dictionaries. To test this hypothesis we performed an experiment where good quality dictionaries are artificially generated, specifically tailored to the data in each W ci . In this way we tested if the brute force pattern induction methodology was likely to succeed, independently from the usage of LOD as the background source. We performed steps (2) and (3) using these ideal dictionaries. This experiment is reported in Gentile et al. (2013) , and the induced patterns produced good extraction results, with overall F-measure of 80 percent on a publicly available data set (Hao et al. 2011) .
The data set consists of around 124,000 pages collected from 80 websites. These websites are related to eight concepts, including Autos, Books, Cameras, Jobs, Movies, NBA Players, Restaurants, and Universities, 10 websites per concept, with 200 to 2000 detail pages per website. Each concept has three to five common attributes selected for the extraction task. Table 1 shows the statistics of the data set, where WS shows the number of different websites and WP shows the total number of web pages. A groundtruth for the WI task is also provided by Hao et al. (2011) . It consists of one file for each attribute-website pair, listing all possible attribute values found on the website is generated. The values have been obtained by using a few handcrafted regular expressions over each website. (Hao et al. 2011) .
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WS is the number of websites and WP is the total number of web pages for the concept.
The goal of the experiment presented in this section is to test if LOD can serve the generation of suitable dictionaries for our proposed methodology.
Starting with the set and concepts and attributes of our reference data set (see table 1) we translated each of them in a task T. In the general LODIE workflow, the user task definition is performed by the user, who selects the concepts directly from available ontologies in the LOD; therefore all concepts c i and attributes a i,k are already represented as URI from the LOD. For the sake of the experiment, we manually performed this mapping for concepts and attributes in our reference data set (in table 1), manually searching the LOD for suitable ones. We were able to map five of the original eight concepts to LOD ontologies. For each mapped concept-attribute pair, we queried DBpedia SPARQL endpoint to retrieve all unique objects of triples with subject of type c i and with a i,k as property. Table 2 reports statistics of generated dictionaries for mapped concepts.
The data extracted by our wrappers is compared against the groundtruth values provided by Hao et al. (2011) . To calculate the performance metrics we followed the evaluation methodology proposed by Hao et al. (2011) . Considering that their method is designed to extract only one value per attribute, they suggest that a prediction be counted correct (page hit) as long as at least one of the answers in the ground truth is extracted. Precision is then the number of page hits divided by the number of pages for which the method extracts values. Recall is the number of page hits divided by the number of pages in the groundtruth containing attributes values. We do report F1 measure, which takes into account both P and R. Figure 2 shows the average F1 of the extraction using the generated wrappers for each conceptattribute across all websites. Take book, for example; figure 2 shows that the wrappers for the title (t) attribute induced by our method can extract true positives from all of the 10 websites, with an average F-measure of 90 percent. Table 3 compares the average of results of our method (LOD dictionaries) against the same method applied starting from Ideal Dictionaries (figures obtained from Gentile et al. [2013] ) and against the method by Hao et al. (2011) , from which we also obtained the data set. Hao and colleagues designed the WI method based on two types of features, which they call weak and strong features. Weak features are general across attributes, verticals, and websites, and they are used to identify a large amount of candidate attribute values. Strong features, which are site specific, derived in an unsupervised manner, are exploited to boost the true values. They require users to manually annotate one website for each concept, from which they can perform the initial collection of weak features. Our method does not outperform Hao's (Hao et al. 2011 Hao et al. (2011) refer to figures reported in the paper From One Tree to a Forest; Ideal Dictionaries refers to our method applied using ad hoc dictionaries, reported as topline experiment ).
LOD dictionaries and ideal dictionaries hints that the quality of dictionaries has an impact on the wrapper induction process, as the figures of the method using LD-based dictionaries are always below the same method using ideal dictionaries. An error analysis phase revealed that some failure cases are related to the fact that some dictionaries are either very small or do not contain any semantically correct seed at all. Indeed, even with a high presence of noise, the method is robust as long as the dictionary contains a few good seeds. As an example, the dictionary that we generate for the attribute genre of the concept movie is rather semantically dubious. If querying for the property dbpedia.org/property/ genre of the concept schema.org/Movie, returned values mostly refer to the genre of the movie soundtrack than the genre of the movie, which is a result of the triple extraction process from Wikipedia to DBpedia (Kobilarov et al. 2009 ). We manually checked the dictionary entries (114) for genre. A total of 111 refer to music genre (for example, indie pop, country music, drum and bass, groove metal, indie rock,and others), while only 3 of them refer to actual movie genre (philosophical fiction, thriller, western). Nevertheless, the performance of the method for this attribute is perfectly comparable with one obtained with the ideal dictionary, thus showing that the intuition of using LOD as training material for IE task goes in a promising direction. One limitation of our experiment is the usage of a single resource from LOD (DBpedia) rather than exploiting the LOD as a whole. As work in progress and in line with the general directions of LODIE, we are currently extending all preliminary methods to the usage of multiple resources.
Conclusion
LODIE is a project that addresses complex challenges that we believe are novel and of high interest to the scientific community. It is timely because for the first time in the history of IE a very large-scale information resource is available, covering a growing number of domains and of the very recent interest in the use of linked data for web extraction. While the LODIE project as a whole tackles diverse challenges, in this article we focused on how to obtain training data from the LOD and use them for an IE task. We experimented with the use of linked data dictionaries to automatically generate annotations for learning. The generated annotations, despite the presence of noise, are valuable for certain tasks. We carried out an experiment for the wrapper induction task, and the automatically generated annotations led to comparable results with the state of the art. Although this is an encouraging result, we expect the noise to be more problematic for learning tasks that are more complicated than WI. In future, while the development of the remaining components described in the LODIE framework will be carried forward, special focus will be placed on generic methods able to port to different linked data sets and efficient methods able to cope with the large-scale data, possibly by combining data sampling and filtering techniques.
